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About This Game

Go Outside With Your Dog

Lovely Weather We're Having is a goal-free explorer game. It uses local weather data to simulate the weather conditions where
you are.

You're locked out of your house in an odd, peaceful landscape with your trusty pooch. Interact with a dozen NPC's whose
moods change with the weather.

Jump off a roof. Kick a rock. Run through flowers. Be outside!

"The vibrantly colored world of Lovely Weather We're Having doesn't take you back to a specific time necessarily, but to a
mind set, when the world seemed bigger and brighter and more mystifying."

-Jess Joho, Kill Screen

"Lovely Weather is a clever little mood stimulator on the contemplative end of the scale, a kind of dynamic Zen box. You open
it and poke around a little and maybe close it, thinking “Is that all?”

And then you come back, and the weather’s different, and the time of day’s just so, and it takes your breath away."
-Matt Peckham, WIRED

"it looks gentle and colourful and weathery which is rather appealing as I’ve had a nice morning of typing and listening to the
rain fall outside."

-Philippa Warr, Rock Paper Shotgun
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"Watched the trailer and I have no idea what the game is about."
-Someone on reddit

SOME FEATURES:

Responds to local weather data, simulates actually being outside.

Pleasant sounds, colors, and visuals that I hope you like. Designed with introverts in mind.

12 NPCs whose moods and conversation topics change with the weather and time of day.

Hundreds of conversations to be had (most of them not about the weather).

Open gameplay, forever.

Designed to be played in 10-20 minute bursts, endlessly.

Cute dog.

A top-secret c h e a t c o d e.

Rocks you can kick.

**SEE YOU OUTSIDE**
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Fun little game, great for small breaks, but there's a lot of room for skill too. Definitely worth the money.. has potential to be a
good game, but the current version seems very unfinished. This game has a very strong story, nice aesthetic, and unique
monsters and gameplay. The jump scares aren't too scary, but sometimes catch you off guard.. Ever since I've heard of VR I
wondered what would it be like to play an escape the room on it. I don't have to wonder anymore and the game is simply
amazing! The art is fantastic and the puzzles are great. It's a great VR experience!. Utterly lovely. Beautiful graphics, calming
sound design, and a fine hidden object game. A pleasant way to spend a couple of hours.. cool graphics but 30fps only, kinda
straining for my eyes. easy to hack and to get hacked have fun pay to win players
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There's no way you can call this a simulator.

Extremely basic, poor quality and minimal content.. its just a painful experience.... Turn on musical vibration, get your
controller and lose an hour or three.
Very clean visuals, super responsive controls. Simple puzzle formula done well.. Since it's free I won't give it a bad rating for
how short this is. I feel like if it was longer, the plot twist would've had a bigger impact. Maybe it was just because I didn't read
through it enough though. I'd really look forward to a longer game with more characters and levels. I'd also love it a little more if
the puzzles were a little harder. I rushed through the entire game and it actually felt like I was being handed the key that lead to
the next part of the game. Funny thing is, I downloaded this game because I thought I would get to be a badass agent that kills
traitors for my country but what I actually got was better. But just when it got good, it ended. Overall great story, great setting,
just not enough time to soak it all up. 7/10. really amazing game! cant wait to see the reason for having guns :). DEAD DEAD
DEADED VERY DEAD NOT ALIVE DEAD OPPOSITE OF GOOD AND ALIVE DEAD. A DO NOT!!! BUY FOR
ANYONE LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME IF YOU WANT TO WASTE YOUR LIFE BUY THIS I RECOMEND IT FOR
YOU
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